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population of early Homo sapiens dating from the Upper Paleolithic Period (c. Artist's reconstruction of a Cro-Magnon,
an early version of modern man in.

Guan, Ying. One widely held view is that the caves were the temples of a hunting society, and that the
paintings served some magical purpose. To prevent damage to the paintings, the number of visitors is strictly
controlled, with guided tours taking no more than 25 visitors each hour. The most famous pictures were
discovered in , when four French boys hunting treasure in the Dordogne region squeezed through a sinkhole
and found themselves in a cavern decorated with paintings of deer, horses and wild bulls. Archeologists tend
to look down, but Maria wandered into a chamber of the cavern and looked up. In a tray lay some beads of
stone and bone that ice age people had decorated with fine carved lines. Wall paintings have been found in
more than caves throughout Europe. Another theory is that the cave art is a manifestation of these early
peoples' use and communication of information. What is spectacular in this case is thet the River Arize flows
into the cavern from one valley, and out of it again into the next valley, after meandering metres through a
mountain. Several pigments were used, and foreshortening and shadowing were skillfully employed.
Marshack says, is ''at the core of human culture, of human subsistence activity, of periodic human ritual and
ceremony, and of all stories, narratives, tales and myths. Cro-Magnon is the name scientists once used to refer
to what are now called Early Modern Humans or Anatomically Modern Humans--people who lived in our
world at the end of the last ice age ca. To preserve these articles as they originally appeared, The Times does
not alter, edit or update them. At times, they seem to be telling a story of a hunt, or of a narrow escape from
some bison. Even more compelling evidence was found in  As well as the replica of the cavern, the Caverne
du Pont d'Arc interpretive centre also includes a walkthrough exhibit of life in paleolithic times, and a museum
of prehistoric artefacts. Nature  The body was generally heavy and solid, apparently with strong musculature.
Archeologists tend to think of themselves as natural scientists, and thus look for physical explanations for
cultural changes - such as biological evolution, population density, or an environmental shift - which they
deem to be more verifiable through scientific methods. A century and a half of research since then has led
scholars to believe that the physical dimensions of so-called 'Cro-Magnon' are not sufficiently different
enough from modern humans today to warrant a separate designation. Dating of certain cave art and
ornamental artifacts found at a number of Spanish sites indicates that Neanderthals H. Alexander Marshack, a
research associate at Harvard University's Peabody Museum of Archeology and Ethnology, for example, has
examined upper paleolithic bone and tusk carvings and concluded that some of the crude markings were
hunters' tallies of animals killed; other markings were notches to keep track of the lunar cycle. Drawn with the
vitality and elegance of great simplicity, the animals are among the masterworks of prehistoric art and are of
an accuracy that provides invaluable evidence to paleozoologists. Another style predominates in E Spain and
bears a strong resemblance to the rock carvings and paintings of N and S Africa. The most remarkable vestiges
of paleolithic life in the Aveyron are the sculpted menhirs, sculpted standing stones, possibly burial stones.


